Israel
Growth Peculiarities
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Regulation

1) Separation of holding real & financial assets
2) Dismantling pyramid holding structures
3) Stringent investment regulation imposed
on institutional investors and banks
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Social Change

1) Integration of secluded segments of the
population – an unavoidable trend
2) Middle class political pressure mounting
3) Social cohesion still strong

Due to the above, a prime section of the leading Israeli companies will be up for sale
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Technological innovation

1) Highest Noble Prize winners per capita
2) Highly developed Hi-Tech industry
3) Major exits and several Israeli domicile
medium size leaders
4) Excellent international network
5) Military – major technology hub
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Conflict

1) Conflict is a part of “normal” life
2) Conflict management is more likely
than conflict resolution
3) The situation is much more complex
and multi layered than may seem at first
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Discovery

1) First natural gas reserves were discovered
in 1999.
2) 752 BCM of natural gas have been discovered
and accounted for (Dalit & Livyatan – 500 BCM)

3) The Livyatan discovery was announced
‘Largest discovery of natural gas of the decade’
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Risk Allocation
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Source: IMF
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Gas & Energy – Overview
General Data:
Livyatan

Tamar

 752 BCM of natural gas have been discovered and
accounted for

Dalit

 Total estimation of natural gas in Israel’s marine
territory is 1,400 BCM, which accounts for 40% of the
region’s (‘Levant Basin’) estimated reserves
 5Y average local consumption of gas is estimated at
4.2BCM
 Mandatory amount of 400 BCM to be secured by 2017
for internal usage

Noa
Mary B
Exploration
Licenses

Or

The above data clearly shows that the local market is aiming at exporting
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Source: Ministry of Energy

Gas & Energy – Global demand
With demand for LNG on the rise and with a global outreach, Israel enjoys a strategic
exporting advantage:

Current LNG prices and global outreach:

Current & Estimated demand for LNG:

Europe

Emerging
OECD - Asia
Markets - Asia

Other

Due to increased energy consumption in China and shortage in fossil fuels in Japan,
prices of LNG in the east are expected to remain higher than the rest of the world
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Source: Ministry of Energy

Sector Overview – Gas & Energy
LNG demand: rising demand in Asia, expected incline in the EU
LNG capacity in 2010, and a forecast for 2016:

60% of global demand for LNG
comes from Asia, 46% of which is
coming from Japan & Korea
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Source: Israeli Ministry of Energy

Current portion of gas out of the
energy mix:

increase in demand is expected in the EU
as well, due to a decline in natural
resources and a need to diversify the
current sources of gas (61% of which is
coming from Russia & Norway)

The Opportunity – what does the Israeli gas sector need?
To maximize potential and reach its goals, the local market is in need of the following:

Equity investment:
 19 new drill s are schedules
during 2012-2013, with total
cost of 2 bill USD
 Total cost of production per
1 BCM are estimated
between 300-700 mm USD
 Cost associated with
building and operating an
LNG site (with a 100 BCM
capacity) are estimated at 37 bill USD

Local infrastructure:
 with local
infrastructure at its
early stages, the
government had set a
goal to support the
development of local
storage and
transmission systems,
that will enable
deployment of natural
gas across Israel

Foreign operators:
 Given the fact that
the gas and energy
sector is at its early
stages, foreign
involvement and
knowhow are
needed

The above create a remarkable investment opportunity with proven demand and
growing potential
16
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National Infrastructure Projects
A comfortable way for foreign entities to invest in Israeli Infrastructure is done in the form
of PPP (Public Private Partnerships):

Energy

Transportation

PPP

water

Construction

As of September 2011, 20 PPP projects have been conducted in Israel, with total
investment amounting to 10 bill USD
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National Infrastructure Projects
The Local government is putting focus on international involvement, mainly aiming
for:

Increase in competition:

Technical knowhow

 Low competition – only 2 major
banks

 Professional expertise and
experience

 Only 7-8 groups involved in govt.
projects

 Bringing advanced technologies

 Increase in efficiency

Israel’s sovereign rating (A-A+) is considered attractive for financing entities
19

Source: Israeli Ministry of Finance

National Infrastructure Projects
The government is assisting foreign participants by providing the following:

 foreign interest rate protection
 Payments are allowed in foreign
currency

 Various indexation and protection
options in accordance with
relevant risks

Foreign participants’ presence is noticed across all sectors of the local PPP projects
20

Source: Ministry of Finance

Upcoming projects
The Following illustrates a number of upcoming infrastructure projects:

Highways:
 Route 16 to Jerusalem
 Highways 4 and 5 – Morasha Interchange
 Highway 4

Rail:
 The track to Eilat
 Adjusting the rail system to electrification system
 Eastern Railway

Foreign participants’ presence is noticed across all sectors of the local PPP projects
21

Source: Ministry of Infrastructure

HIGHWAYS
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Route 16 to Jerusalem
Project Description:




Estimated budget : 403 million Dollars
Mevaseret

A new transport route into Jerusalem, aimed at
lowering the traffic congestion going in and out of
Jerusalem

Motsa
Interchange

This route will be created as a duel carriageway,
with 2 lanes in each direction, with a length of
4.7 km



Most of this route shall be underground, made up
of 2 tunnels



The two tunnels will be connected by a bridge
over the Revidal River

Har
Nof

Yefe
Nof

Included in the project :
•The Motsa interchange
•The western tunnel ( Har nof) , 1.5km from the Revidal River
•The Eastern tunnel ( Yefe Nof) 1.3km from the Byte River
•Connecting it to Highway 4 ( Begin)

Estimated Schedule for Tender Publication: 3rd quarter of 2012
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Givat
Shaul

Highways 4 and 5 – Morasha Interchange
Project Description:


Creating a continuous path of 54 km without any
traffic lights and joining highways 4 and 5



Creating safety measures at the interchange and
adding a 3rd lane to Highway 5 for the length of the
bridge which will increase its capacity ability



The project plan will give priority to public transport

Estimated budget : 108 million Dollars

Included in the project :
•Widening the road path
•Adding lanes
•Setting up bus stops
•Setting up pedestrian and cycling paths

Estimated Schedule for Tender Publication: 1st quarter of 2012
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Highway 4 (Between the Holot and the Ashdod
interchanges)
Project Description:


Estimated budget : 79 million Dollars

Adding a 3rd lane in each direction between the
Holot interchange and the Ashdod interchange



The project aims to increase road capacity,
improving traffic flow and safety



The project includes the establishment of
commercial infrastructure that prepares for a traffic
control systems

Included in the project :
•Adding a lane in each direction
•Establishment of infrastructure for the systems of traffic control
•Arranging drainage
•Restoring bridges
•Restoring the structure of the existing road

Estimated Schedule for Tender Publication: 4th quarter of 2011
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Holot
interchange

Ashdod
interchange

RAIL
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The track to Eilat
Project Description:
•
•





The rail project to Eilat will enable the transportation of
passengers and cargo from the centre of Israel to Eilat
It is part of a large government program to promote the
Negev and the Galilee whose purpose is to develop
Israel's peripheral areas by connecting them to the
central region of the country
There will be intermediate stations along this rail line
which will enable the development of the Arava area, the
city of Eilat and its surroundings
It will strengthen tourism to the whole of the South of Israel

Project Contents:
•Total double track length to be constructed: 169 km
• Total length of upgrading to double track: 88 km
• Number of bridges: 63. Total length: 4.5 km.
• Number of tunnels: 5. Total length: 9.5 km (1 cut & cover 5.5
km, 4 mining 4
•km(optional))
• Number of local-stop stations: 7
• 1 Central station in Eilat
• 1 Depot and stabling
• Infrastructure according to the power system (electricpowered or diesel-powered)
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Estimated budget : 1,944 million Dollars

Adjusting the rail system to electrification system
Project Description:
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Upgrading 420 km of rail to the
electrification system



The project includes building a critical
amount of electric lines, parallel
computerized systems, purchasing of
equipment and establishing zones for the
trains maintenance



The projects aims to improve customer
service, increase the frequency of trains,
higher reliability and preciseness and
reducing the overcrowding in the
carriages in rush hour

Estimated budget : 1,111 million Dollars

Eastern Railway
Project Description:


A “cross Israel” track, that starts in Lod
and ends in Hadera



The project aims at enabling the
reinforcement and development of
freight transport by rail, creating a
connecting path to the port as well as
creating an additional rail track along
the crowded beach



Future intentions are to further develop
the project with an unban track that will
connect to the Emek track
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Estimated budget : 667 million Dollars
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Giza Singer Even – Introduction
About Giza:
 Giza Singer Even (“GSE”) is the leading and largest independent
business consulting firm in Israel
 GSE’s 70 employees have a wide academic and theoretical

background combined with an impressive professional track record
 GSE possesses an in - depth acquaintance with the Israeli
business arena and its varied financial systems
 GSE has a meaningful role in most of the major transactions in the
Israeli economy

The leading platform to the Israeli market with more than 25 years of professional experience
31

Giza Singer Even – Scope of Services

Analytical Research and
Corporate Governance

Financial Advisory
Services

Investment Banking

Debt Analysis

Business Plans

Underwriting

Financial Stability Assessment

Valuations and Fairness
Opinions

M&A

Credit Rating

Business Due Diligence

Facilitating Credit Agreements

Corporate Governance Rating

Financial and IFRS Accounting

Rating Advisory

Debt Restructuring

Antitrust and Regulatory
Opinions

Project and Infrastructure
Finance

Debt Syndication

Game Theory Practice

International Finance
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GSE – At main crossroads of the Israeli market
US$ 1,400,000,000

Privatization processes: The sale of Bank Hapoalim shares to the
Arison Group

US$ 1,100,000,000

The first BOT project is Israel: Highway no. 6

US$ 600,000,000

Establishing Giza Venture Capital by Giza’s founders

US$ 1,400,000,000

Capital market entrepreneurship: founding ‘Midroog’, one of
Israel’s leading rating agencies, in cooperation with Moody’s

US$ 1,715,000,000

Financial consulting expertise and M&A practice: Financial
advisory for the acquisition of Bezeq by the EUROCOM Group

US$ 650,000,000

Financial advisory for raising debt and equity, including IPO of
the Azrieli Group

GSE is exposed to the leading deals in the Israeli market, across all market sectors and segments
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GSE – Relevant services
GSE provide its global and local clients with a wide array of advisory & transaction services
and tools which assist them in the process of locating, examining and executing transactions:

Research & Analysis services
 Market research & Industry Analyses

 Valuation & Fairness
 Synergies & Exit strategy
 Debt analysis & Advisory
 Credit rating advisory

Transaction services
 Deal flow

 Deal structuring
 Access to public & private financial
sources
 Negotiation & Closing

 Regulatory & Transaction services

As the leading financial consulting firm in Israel - GSE is familiarized with the local Sell/Buy sides, and
holds a high level of expertise in customizing proper financing solutions
34

GSE – Process description
Assisting companies with acquiring local Israeli firms, GSE is able to offer a cerebral process
that helps our clients meet their goals with the highest level of financial efficiency:

Recognizing
acquisition
needs

Locating
relevant
candidates

Defining the
company’s
suitable growth
strategy(Organic
& Inorganic)

Market analysis

Recognizing the
business model
strengths &
advantages

Identifying
potential target
companies

Recognizing
relevant market
segments

Target
Deal Analysis

Building the
business model
Financial
analysis
Business
valuation
Due diligence

Building the
deal’s financial
structure
Constructing
several
financing
alternatives
Selecting the
proper financial
structure
Implementing
the selected
structure

Choosing the
financing
source
Strategic
alliance
Banking system
financing
Institutional
financing
solutions
Capital markets

Regulatory &
Accounting
services
Managing
regulatory
requirements
(Israeli SEC,
etc.)
Financial
statements
requirements
(Impairment
analysis, PPA,
etc)

Local M&A transactions require a multidisciplinary team with adequate financial analysis and
accounting skills, which is familiarized and has access to the local financing sector
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Gas & Energy – GSE’s involvement
In the past few years, GSE has played a meaningful role in various O&G projects, both with the
upstream and downstream players as well as government entities and electricity
manufacturers. The next few slides will exemplify the Israeli O&G market structure as well as
GSE’s scope of involvement

Upstream
Distribution
Companies

End Consumers
(Public, Private)

36

Infrastructure
(‘Natgaz’)

Electricity Manufacturers
(IEC, IPPs)

Gas & Energy – GSE’s involvement
Project finance advisory
Upstream

1,500,000,000 NIS
Provided Financial advisory to the
institutional investors in financing
the Tamar Gas field

Distribution
Companies

Infrastructure
(‘Natural Gas
Lines’)

Regulatory Review

provided an expert opinion to the
regulator in regards to tax
increases on energy findings
(Sheshinski committee)

Regulatory Review
End
Consumers
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Electricity
Suppliers

Prepared a review on the Israeli
Electricity market and its projected
development, including a
regulatory review

Gas & Energy – GSE’s involvement
Financial Advisory
Upstream

Advising Natgas during its credit
rating process and as part of its
discussions with the ministry of
Infrastructure

Distribution
Companies

Infrastructure
(‘Natural Gas
Lines’)

Business Plan and Bid advisory

120,000,000 NIS
Building the financial model and
business plan and preparing the
venture to a gas distribution bid
process

Bid Advisory
End
Consumers
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Electricity
Suppliers

Assisting the consortium in
preparing for a gas distribution
permit bid

Gas & Energy – GSE’s involvement
Financial Advisory
Upstream

Providing advisory services to
upper management on financing
issues

Distribution
Companies

Infrastructure
(‘Natural Gas
Lines’)

Private Power Plant

100,000,000 NIS
Conducting the negotiation
process with a private client and
examining the option of building
an additional power plant
Financial Advisory
End
Consumers
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Electricity
Suppliers

Advising Bazan during its credit
rating process and performing a
valuation analysis in the process
of its acquisition

GSE’s Perception for PPP Projects
Regulated
Energy (inc.
Renewable
Energy)

Requires acquaintance with State’s methods
Requires acquaintance with market players

Communications

Transportation

Water

Israeli
Infrastructure
Projects

Stable long term
Income

Dependency in long
term economic
processes
Dependency on long
term infrastructure
processes

This complex environment requires a wide platform of abilities, initiative and multi
disciplinary skills
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GSE’s experience in infrastructure projects
•

Governmental
authorities and
government-owned
corporation

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

PPP
Public
PPP Private
Partnership
Public
Private
Partnership

•
•

•

•
•

Private
Private sector
Sector

•
•
•
•
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State of Israel - Consulting the State of Israel on BOT desalination tender
Israel Electric Corporation - financial consulting to the board of directors
Israeli Natural Gas Lines - Ongoing financial consulting
Ministry of National Infrastructures - Consulting the fuel administration
Public Utility Authority (Electricity) - Consulting on electricity regulations for private
manufacturers
Mekorot, Israel National Water Co.- Water and sewerage market analysis
Israel Ports - Ongoing consultation and financial guidance in debt issuance
Consulting to Derech Eretz in winning the Cross-Israel Highway tender
Ongoing consulting Via Maris desalination, including the tender and financial closing
Consulting Shapir Engineering through the tender process and financial closing of
TLV Fast Lane project
Consulting Supergas and Shapir in winning the tender for the natural gas distribution
in the center region, including financial model, business plan and financing
negotiations
Consulting Israel Corp and Scailex concerning Oil Refineries purchase
Consulting the acquisition of EMG by Ampal
Ongoing consultation to Delek Energy
Consulting Paz in economic and financing aspects of constructing its power plant
Noble Energy Inc – Market overview on private electricity consumers
Feasibility study on exporting natural gas

Select Projects
Financial Advisory

1,200,000,000 NIS
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Investment Banking

1,500,000,000 NIS

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

3,600,000,000 NIS

6,500,000,000 NIS

Providing advisory for Ampal’s
acquisition of 012 Smile

Provided Financial advisory to
the institutional investors in
financing the Tamar Gas field

550,000,000 NIS

572,000,000 NIS

800,000,000 NIS

926,000,000 NIS

Providing advisory to Klal in the
merger of Barak and Globcall

Valuation of the Israeli
Industrial Bank for its
privatization

Conducting a valuation and
financially analyzing the
gasoline market

Fairness opinion to the Blue
Square board in the acquisition
of Dor Alon

Valuation for the Bazan
acquisition

Financial advisors to Eurocom
during the acquisition of Bezeq

Select Projects
Financial Advisory

Performed a PPA analysis for
the Ampal as part of the
acquisition of 012 Smile

Transfer price analysis
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Investment Banking

Performed a PPA analysis for
Partner communication during
the buyout of its shares

Valuation of employees stock
options

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

Performed a PPA analysis for
the Azrieli group as part of the
acquisition of Granit Hacarmel

Valuation of convertible bonds

580,000,000 NIS

4,000,000,000 NIS

Preparing the business plan,
financial model, risk analysis
and guiding the negotiation

Valuation of employees stock
options

Select Projects
Financial Advisory
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Investment Banking

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

Game Theory analysis in regards
proper setting of gasoline prices in
a competitive market

Provided an expert opinion to the
regulator in regards to Delek’s
entry to the electricity field

Economic consulting to the 2nd
authority for TV and radio regarding
the TV tenders of channels 2 & 10

An antitrust economic expert opinion to
Bezeq relating to the increase of its
control in its television subsidiary-Yes

Provided Game Theory analysis
for Mirs which competed in the
cellular spectrum bid

Game Theory analysis –
accompanying the company in the
Ministry of Defense bid

Provided an expert opinion in
regards to price discrimination
and national bids

Accompanying Partner and
Cellcom in a representative action
vs. the ministry of communication

Select Projects
Financial Advisory

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

1,800,000,000 NIS

2,115,000,000 NIS

3,200,000,000 NIS

4,300,000,000 NIS

Provided rating advisory and
accompanied the bond
issuance process

Provided rating advisory and
accompanied the bond
issuance process

Provided rating advisory and
accompanied the bond
issuance process

Provided rating and financial
advisory for the acquisition of
Dorot

300,000,000 NIS

550,000,000 NIS

670,000,000 NIS

1,000,000,000 NIS

Provided pre bond rating
advisory

Provided rating advisory and
accompanied the bond
issuance process

Accompanied the Hershey
Friedman group in acquiring
Azorim
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Investment Banking

9th

Accompanied the
bond
series representatives in the
debt restructuring process

Select Projects
Financial Advisory

300,000,000 NIS
Public debt issuance for Albar

100,000,000 NIS
Private issuance of shares
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Investment Banking

300,000,000 NIS
Public issuing of Plaza Centers
Bonds

100,000,000 NIS
Public issuing of Knafaim
Bonds

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

400,000,000 NIS

1,500,000,000 NIS

Bond series expansion

Public issuing of Bank
Hapoalim Bonds

135,000,000 NIS
Public issuing of Alliance Bonds

250,000,000 NIS
Shikun vebinui Bond series
expansion

Select Projects
Financial Advisory

Investment Banking

National Roads Company of Israel

300,000,000 NIS
Public debt issuance for Albar

Analytic Research and Corporate
Governance

Eilat Port Company

1,100,000,000 NIS

3,400,000,000 NIS
Accompanying the company in
six bid offers for railroad tracks
construction

Israel Ports Company

Preparing an investment plan,
annual plan and providing
financial advisory

Accompanying a credit rating
process and providing financial
advisory

Accompanying the BOT bid for
building and operating fast
lanes in the getaway to Tel Aviv
and Jerusalem

Highway 6 BOT

Mei-Ami Consortium
Desalination plant BOT

State of Israel
1,600,000,000 NIS
Business plan, financial model,
risk analysis and negotiations
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Consulting to an interdisciplinary
team of the finance & infrastructure
ministries

580,000,000 NIS

4,000,000,000 NIS

Preparing the business plan,
financial model, risk analysis
and guiding the negotiation

Bid Process and financial
closing

